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WAYNE 
WILLIAMS 
FINANCE BUSINESS 
PARTNER 

                                                       Expert in guiding “Big Four” banks to LEAD THE MARKET             
                                                                                                through financial eloquence, rigorous due diligence, contingency   
                                                                                                 planning and deep understanding of the competitive forces that  
                                                                                                                                           drive operational and economic change.   

 A decisive leader, consultant, and analyst, skilled at hedging risk 
 dispersing exposure and identifying major gaps in profitability forecasts, 

systems infrastructure, information sharing and business processes.  

 
 
 

Chartered Accountant and Finance Manager … with 15+ year success story in financial management, risk management, 
financial planning, and data analysis within the banking (Big Four), construction and asset management sectors. Advisor to 
executive leaders and Boards, who interprets and conveys “stories that the numbers tell”—and power corporate direction.  
 

Sought after Project Leader … who boldly takes on the toughest, most complex, and one-of-a-kind projects, designing the 
financial models, robust metrics, strategies, and action plans that enable critical decision-making and achieve extraordinary 
results. Offer substantial financial project leadership expertise in risk management, systems transformation, and investment.   
   

Target Companies & Industries: 
 “Big Four” Banks, Start-Ups and Multi-national Organisations or Boutique Consultancies 

Technology, Property Development, Banking, Financial Services or Pharmaceutical 

UNIQUE VALUE OFFERING 

Financial Planning & Analysis | Investment & Business Case Development | Management Consulting | Service Operations 
 Agile Methods | Financial Modelling | Project Management & Delivery | Accounting | Finance Business Partnering  

Transformation Projects | Executive & Board Advisory & Reporting | Stakeholder Management | People Management 
Process Improvement | Construction Cost Control | Corporate Finance | Strategic & Visionary Finance Leadership  

FINANCE CAREER & PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS & IMPACT 

As Head of the Brexit Taskforce for Bank of Ireland —delivered vital framework, corporate direction, and risk reduction 
strategy—in preparation for Hard Brexit. Built 1-year strategy and playbook to be actioned across the entire BoI bank. 

Empowered the high-profile relocation of Bank of Ireland’s corporate headquarters—involving 4K staff, 10 divisions, new IT 
infrastructure and €40M site redevelopment—to the new 115Ksq ft landmark, Dublin city-centre site. 

Built the investment case and financial model that underpinned the realisation of—the Ulster Bank’s €1B legacy software 
modernisation initiative, Project Omega—for one of Ireland’s “Big Four” players. 

As a member of the Ulster Bank’s key management reporting function—played an influential role in developing the 
strategies and making the tough decisions that kept the company vital and flexible through a period of growth—ensuring 

strong positioning for a sustained future. 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Bank of Ireland (BoI) | Clondalkin, Dublin | 2010–CURRENT 
A commercial bank operation in Ireland and one of the traditional 'Big Four' Irish banks. Historically the premier banking 

organisation in Ireland, the Bank occupies a unique position in Irish banking history. 
  

PROJECT MANAGER & CREDIT RISK OFFICER (2013–CURRENT) 

HARD BREXIT CONTINGENCY PLANNING – ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT  
Reported to: Head of Risk Strategy & Reporting  

Selected for complex, high-impact role to lead contingency planning and enterprise risk management for Bank of Ireland in 
the event of a Hard Brexit. Built 1-year strategy and playbook to be actioned across the entire BoI bank/200 branches. 
Powered risk decision-making by preparing and presenting monthly Credit Risk Officer (CRO) reports (comprising legal risk, 
market risk, liquidity risk, operational risk, product risk, compliance risk and others) for the Executive Management/Board.  
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Delivered vital framework, corporate direction, and risk reduction strategy—in preparation for Hard Brexit—as Head 
of the Brexit Taskforce. In this role, I developed the unprecedented strategy and groundwork for a no-deal scenario. 

 

Selected Highlights: 

▪ Ensured Brexit-readiness for the Bank of Ireland and minimised threat of enterprise risk/impact of a hard Brexit. Validated 
via a 3-day highly successful trial initiated by the CEO. 

— Project led and devised a “history-first” contingency plan for a no-deal scenario across all risk function areas (credit, 
finance operations risk, compliance, and assurance) and laid vital infrastructure/playbook for execution.  

Playbook included a step-by-step guide to changes across the Bank’s risk appetite strategy, reductions to exceptions 
policy, increase in loan reviews, new financial plan, introduction of new products and reducing FX exposure.  

— Mitigated risk to BoI’s stability, by identifying, prioritising, and preparing for all possible contingencies, assembling 
a Brexit taskforce, and chairing weekly forums with key constituents/Heads from the Bank’s risk function. Keenly 
engaged with stakeholders to advance risk avoidance planning and meet project milestones/deadlines/actions.    

▪ Reduced enterprise risk, through preparing monthly Chief Risk Officer’s reports for the BoI Executive Management Board 
and collaborating with the EMB directly through risk dialogue centred on specific business issues. Developed and updated 
BoI’s recovery plan for submission to the Regulator. 

 

FINANCE LEAD (2010–2013) 

TRANSFORMATION PROJECT – PROPERTY STRATEGY  
Accountability: €40 million | Reported to: Head of Property Facilities Management 

Hired as project/finance lead to evaluate the value of relocating Bank of Ireland’s HQ (4 possible sites) and develop strategic 
business case, property proposal, and costings versus remaining in the established Ballsbridge, Dublin office. Challenged to 
progress initiative within a multi-reporting, matrix organisational structure and silo mentality across the large (10K) workforce.   

Empowered the high-profile relocation of Bank of Ireland’s corporate headquarters—involving 4K staff, 10 divisions, 
new IT infrastructure and €40M site redevelopment—to the new 115Ksq ft landmark, Dublin city-centre site. 

Selected Highlights: 

▪ Delivered BoI’s €40M end-to-end Property Transformation project—on-time, on-budget and within scope—heading the 
Bank’s large-scale HQ and team relocation from Ballsbridge to the new 115Ksq ft landmark, Dublin city-centre.   

— Earned buy-in and overcame a widespread resistance to change and an unwillingness from staff to share 
information, through building trust and rapport within the team.  

— Saved €25M for the Bank and improved operational efficiency (via modern technologies) and staff satisfaction. 

Evaluated 4 possible new sites against remaining in Ballsbridge office, and established business case (proposal, costings 
and redevelopment/fit-out blueprints) for recommendation that incorporated a 20-year lease on prime location—the 
heart of the emerging business district in Dublin—and boosted engagement with customers and shareholders.  

— Monitored and controlled project progress, budget controls and milestones, through chairing weekly meetings with 
various teams (construction, design, and IT), challenging unauthorised spends and reporting to key stakeholders.  
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a leading retail and commercial bank in the country. It provides a full range of financial services to retail, corporate and institutional 

customers. 

Ulster Bank | George’s Quay, Dublin | 2005–2010 
One of the Big 4 commercial banks in Ireland providing a range of financial services to retail, corporate and institutional customers. 

FINANCE CHANGE AND INVESTMENT LEADER (2008–2010) 

FINANCE MANAGER (2005–2008) | GROUP PLANNING & ANALYST (2005) 
 

Accountability: €1bn | Direct/Indirect Reports: 1 | Reported to: Finance Director – Transformation & Change 

Elevated 3 times in 3 years, from Group Planning Analyst to Finance Manager and Finance Change and Investment. 

Appointed Finance Manager of newly formed project team—to support the smooth delivery of Ulster Bank’s biggest project 
in its 200-year history (Project Omega)—to replace ageing banking systems with a new €1B core banking system.  Tasked with 
forecasting 5-year revamp delivery costs, analysing the commercial value of replacing existing system with Temenos’ 
UniversalSuite solution, presenting investment case to the Board—and managing finances for project thereafter.   

“Without data you’re just another person with an opinion” – W Edwards Deming, Data Scientist  

Built the investment case and financial model that underpinned the realisation of—Ulster Bank’s €1B legacy software 
modernisation initiative, Project Omega—for one of Ireland’s “Big Four” players. In this role, I devised the strategy 

that enabled the bank to reduce its costs by €50M to less than 50% of income over 5 years (from 58%). 

Selected Highlights: 

▪ Answered the Board’s question “Why should we invest in the Bank’s legacy software modernisation initiative?” through 
signposting the critical drivers and value pillars via a comprehensive investment case. Collated and projected costings for 
the entire 5-year project including future benefits and run costs, to enable the Board to make an informed decision. 

— Underpinned decision-making, by generating Financial Management Information packs for senior management and 
the Board regarding the potential impact Project Omega would have on the Group’s future finances.  

▪ Streamlined project management and provided vital intelligence (at a glance) of the Group’s future, by designing, building 
and managing a reliable financial model (fortifying investment case), featuring easily manipulatable key drivers such as 
different Capex rates, asset useful life terms, revenue uplift and more.  

— Financial modelling formed the basis of building the Investment Case for the project and captured financial data 
from various stakeholders, then capitalised and depreciated data to produce a 10-year cash flow and P&L. 

▪ Piloted the investment case and informed key stakeholders of project costs and projected future value by introducing a 
well-disciplined reporting cycle with clear, conscience project detail and financial data. 

— Challenged cost estimates from IT and design teams. Maintained reporting discipline and consistency across project 
team (600+). Negotiated with potential vendors to define system run costs, servicing, and licensing agreements.   

— Managed due diligence, stakeholders, quality assurance and change requests throughout project lifecycle. RLY FIN 

EDUCATION 

Chartered Accountant, Institute of Chartered Accountants, Ireland 
Bachelor of Economics, University College Dublin 

Diploma Construction Project Management, Fitzwilliam Institute 

TECHNOLOGY & PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS 

Advanced Microsoft Office Suite (Excel, PowerPoint, Word) 
Strong working knowledge of Reuters/Bloomberg terminals and Sage 
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